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A Soldier of the Great War
1998

through the eyes of a british officer serving in india this historical novel depicts the life and
experiences of soldiers in the prophet s army the book delves into the complex relationships between
the british the indians and the muslims during the mid 19th century it s a compelling story of honor
betrayal and the struggle for identity making it an engaging read for anyone interested in military or
historical fiction this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states
of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute
this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made
generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Soldiers of the Prophet
2023-07-18

the book starts out picturing a young man who foolishly wants to go to war where he in visions
himself receiving all these high class medals for heroism but never once taking into account what it
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is going to take physically and mentally to get those medals hes constantly playing a head game
within himself and those that surround him he like so many other young men of past eras are trying
to be something that theyre not and that small initial lie grows into a tremendous reputation that he
has to live with and soon regrets that hes known by such come walk with the author and his brothers
of the sword through the dark humid unforgiving jungles of vietnam and experience the death
destruction and mental sacrificial anguish they had to endure come see why you fear being alone in
the denseness of a jungle or a forest that you have never entered before feel the heat of the asian
jungle floor intermixed with the leaches ants mosquitoes snakes and humans searching you out only
to destroy you at any cost you see our author starts out innocently enough but soon finds out that
war is not only a physical hardship demanding its pounds of flesh but also is a horrendous mental
agonizing hazard from which there is only one means of escape and or retreat that means to an end
is death yes the author and his brothers of the sword will take their heroic missions and sacrificial
allegiances to the grave with them but the real tragedy of it all is no one really cares about them in
the first place for they were and still are the secret soldiers of the second army willing to go
anywhere any time to do the impossible for the ungrateful

Secret Soldiers of the Second Army
2011-04-29

sergeant buell docker and his fifteen man mobile gun unit face some uncomfortable moments and
decisions during the german ardennes counteroffensive in december 1944 and docker faces them
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again months later before a hostile board of old line officers

The Soldiers of France. A Brief Record of the Gospel Labours
of an English Lady Amongst the French Soldiery. By J. B. P.
With an Introduction by G. P.
1869

barkawi re imagines the study of war with imperial and multinational armies that fought in asia in
the second world war

The Soldiers of `44
1986-02-01

a romance of america s nascent imperial power richard harding davis s soldiers of fortune recounts
the adventures of robert clay a mining engineer and sometime mercenary and hope langham the
daughter of a wealthy american industrialist as they become caught up in a coup in olancho a
fictional latin american republic when the coup organized by corrupt politicians and generals
threatens the american owned valencia mining company clay organizes his workers and the handful
of americans visiting the mine into a counter coup force written on the eve of the spanish american
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war soldiers of fortune casts the young american as the dashing hypermasculine hero of the new
military and economic imperium a huge best seller the novel did its part to push the nation into war
against spain and stands as one of the most important texts in the literature of american imperialism
the appendices which bring together primary materials by writers and politicians such as rebecca
harding davis theodore roosevelt jose martí mark twain herbert spencer and others address such
issues as social darwinism masculinity and ideas of anglo american superiority

Soldiers of Empire
2017-06-08

the scope and scale of operation barbarossa the german invasion of the soviet union make it one of
the pivotal events of the second world war yet our understanding of both the military campaign as
well as the war of annihilation conducted throughout the occupied territories depends
overwhelmingly on top down studies the three million german soldiers who crossed the soviet border
and experienced this war are seldom the focus and are often entirely ignored who were these men
and how did they see these events luther and stahel two of the leading experts on operation
barbarossa have reconstructed the 1941 campaign entirely through the letters as well as a few
diaries of more than 200 german soldiers across all areas of the eastern front it is an original
perspective on the campaign one of constant combat desperate fear bitter loss and endless exertions
one learns the importance of comradeship and military training but also reads the frightening racial
and ideological justifications for the war and its violence which at times lead to unrelenting cruelty
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and even mass murder soldiers of barbarossa is a unique and sobering account of 1941 which
includes hundreds of endnotes by luther and stahel providing critical context corrections and
commentary

Soldiers of Fortune
2006-06-02

there is one location more than any other that is inextricably linked to irish military history its
memory indelibly etched in the minds of the thousands of personnel who have trained and worked
there the curragh camp county kildare this book is the first complete history of the curragh camp
from its foundation in 1855 to the present day under both british and irish occupation this unique
military base has been key in shaping irish history while being shaped in turn by the great national
and international conflicts of the 19th and 20th centuries the crimean war the boer war the great
war the easter rising and irish war of independence which are all accounted for under the banner of
the british army in part one at noon on may 16th 1922 the first irish tricolour was hoisted overhead
the curragh camp in a ceremony that would have been unthinkable to the camp s residents of the
previous seventy years yet the transition siganlled no change to its level of service the curragh s
forces were quickly embroiled in the irish civil war later oversaw the years of the modern troubles
and forged an international role with irish defence forces peacekeeping duties abroad each conflict
and intervention is fully represented in the title s second section the irish this is the most
authoritative history of a vital institution that has shaped irish affairs during periods of domestic
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turmoil as well as defining its military role on the international stage publisher

Soldiers of Barbarossa
2020-11-15

this highly illustrated title traces the development of mercenary soldiering from individuals and
small units in the african wars of the 1960s 90s to today s state employed corporate military
contractors the phenomenon of mercenary soldiering has constantly recurred in the news since the
1960s and has always attracted lively interest the concept of mercenaries began in the former
belgian congo during the 1960s when men such as mike hoare and bob denard assembled hundreds
of military veterans to do the fighting for a particular leader or faction this idea soon evolved into
small teams of individuals training and leading local forces with varying success wars in rhodesia
and on south africa s borders attracted foreign volunteers into national armed forces and veterans of
these conflicts later sought employment elsewhere as mercenaries the wars in the former yugoslavia
also attracted foreign fighters inspired as much by political and religious motives as by pay this
picture then evolved again as former officers with recent experience set up sophisticated
commercial companies to identify and fill the needs of governments whose own militaries were
inadequate most recently the aftermath of wars in iraq and afghanistan has seen such contractors
taking on some of the burden of long term security off major national armies while the subsequent
rise of isis daesh has added a parallel strain of ideological volunteers the author is well placed to
describe how the face of mercenary soldiering has evolved and changed over 60 years using first
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hand accounts photos and detailed illustrations this book presents a compelling snapshot of the life
campaigns and kit used by mercenary operatives engaged in fighting within both larger and more
specific conflicts around the world

Soldiers of Christ
2010-11-01

this book concentrates on the dramatic experiences of napoleon s army of the orient in egypt and the
holy land the fighting of the mamelukes and turks are covered in depth detailing desert combat
siege warfare cavalry skirmishes and the suppression of uprisings it examines the french treatment
of prisoners as well as the fate of captured frenchmen and describes caring for the wounded
outbreaks of bubonic plague and the terrible retreat from acre in 1799 in accounts by the men who
were there the experiences of infantry cavalry and sea soldiers of napoleon s army of the orient are
brought vividly back to life

Soldiers of the Short Grass
2016

during the long reign of queen victoria the men of britain attired in red coats or dusty khaki fought
more than sixty military campaigns around the world hardly a year passed without the british army
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being engaged in some far flung corner of the globe building and defending the empire in this book
donald featherstone provides a vivid and accurate taste of victorian soldiering in africa and india
from the mountains of the north west frontier to the sands of egypt rather than detail each facet of
battle strategy he seeks to impart to the reader the true flavour of the nineteenth century battlefield
the type of men who fought how they were trained and armed and the foes they encountered the
author of many books and articles on a wide variety of military history topics donald featherstone
brings to the subject a special vitality and empathy with the fighting man evoking those colourful
days of nineteenth century imperial adventure derring do comradeship and fighting spirit

Soldiers of Fortune
2022-03-17

includes civil war map and illustrations pack 224 battle plans campaign maps and detailed analyses
of actions spanning the entire period of hostilities a story of the great war between the states told
from the ranks this is an engaging recollection of the american civil war by one of its most humble
participants an ordinary soldier later an nco of the union army in the 61st regiment of the illinois
infantry his story written in old age is surprisingly fresh vital and full of concise detail here clearly is
a man who relished recalling his time in the army and had many interesting stories of camp
campaign and battlefield action to tell leander stillwell was a westerner and member of the union
army of the west so within these pages the reader will find accounts of the battle of shiloh the siege
of corinth iuka salem cemetery vicksburg devall s bluff little rock the clarendon expedition
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murfreesboro and the fight at wilkinson s pike print ed

French Soldier in Egypt 1798–1801
2012-08-20

where the seasons last for generations winter is a hard time suited to hard religion the theocratic
starbridge caste consider themselves virtuous wardens in a sinners purgatory reading infant cries
and birthmarks to judge the unpunished crimes of previous incarnations on the battlefield all but
nobility are denied medicine and anaesthetic only the antinomials have endured winter outside this
oppressive social system people without language eaters of meat they are being driven from their
lands in the north to seek sanctuary against the very belly of their tormentors in the slums of the
great capital city of charn here a starbridge doctor and a drunken prince begin a dangerous
experiment in compassion that will soon demand heavy sacrifices just as the people brace for spring
with its flammable and suffocating sugar rain

Khaki & Red
1995

gunter horst beetz was born in berlin in 1926 growing up as part of a typical family his father was a
banker his mother a housewife he joined the hitler youth somewhat against his wishes and after a
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short period manning anti aircraft guns in berlin he ultimately found himself in normandy fighting
the allies where he was captured in july 1944 a soldier of the reich an autobiography documents one
man s life in nazi germany it examines what it was like to grow up alongside the rise of fascism
exploring the consequences it had on beetz s life including what this meant for his relationship with
his jewish girlfriend ruth beetz also relates his time as an unenthusiastic soldier fighting in
normandy commenting on the ethics of war his first sexual encounter with a french prostitute and
life in the sapper battalion with his and his comrades bungling attempts at front line soldiery he was
captured in july 1944 and then describes in illuminating detail the life of an ordinary prisoner of war
in america after two years in pennsylvania he was transferred first for a short period in belgium and
then to a pow camp in ely england where remained until 1948 including previously unpublished
images from the author s personal collection this first hand account explores a perspective rarely
acknowledged in discussions of the second world war that of an ordinary wehrmacht soldier
detailing the beliefs and motivations that shaped him as a person

A Soldier of the Company
1988

soldiers of the skies opens on august 2 1990 the day that iraq invaded kuwait and follows matt
brown an air force pilot in the famed rocketeers of the 336th fighter squadron the story follows matt
and his fellow soldiers for 10 years through the gulf war middle eastern war and libyan war
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The Soldiers of Venezuela: a Tale
1818

the peninsular war was one of the most successful campaigns ever fought by the british army
between 1808 when british troops landed in portugal and 1814 when wellington s army advanced
into the south of france british soldiers were involved in countless battles and sieges against
napoleon s vaunted french veterans drawing on rare letters diaries and memoirs ian fletcher
presents a superb insight into the daily lives of british soldiers in this momentous period and evokes
such key battles and sieges as vimiero talavera badajoz salamanca vittoria and san sebastian ian
fletcher s skillful compilation of accounts placed in context by important background detail make
this the story of the peninsular war in the words of the men who marched fought and triumphed with
wellington although there have been many accounts of soldiering in wellington s army voices from
the peninsula throws new light on the experience of napoleonic warfare and brings to life what
wellington called the finest military machine in existence

The Story Of A Common Soldier Of Army Life In The Civil
War, 1861-1865 [Illustrated Edition]
2015-11-06
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digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of ten years in the ranks u s army by augustus
meyers digicat publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind every digicat
book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern format the books are available
in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and
passion it deserves as a classic of world literature

The Common Soldier of the Civil War
1975

a look back at some of the bravest men to serve in the united states military robert howard robert
lewis howard is perhaps the most highly decorated united states army soldier since world war ii he
was a medal of honor recipient of the vietnam war wounded 14 times in nearly five years of combat
this book chronicles his exploits on the battlefield and recounts the heroism which earned him three
nominations for the medal of honor as well as eight purple hearts rocky versace humbert rocky
versace was the first prisoner of war to be awarded the medal of honor for his heroic actions during
captivity showing incredible will and resolve versace remained defiant in the face of viet cong
interrogations for over two years before his captors decided to execute the man whose spirit they
could not break roy benavidez roy benavides is widely regarded as one of the most fascinating medal
of honor winners in the history of the united states military orphaned by the age of seven benavidez
overcame obstacle after obstacle from racism to paralysis to enduring six hours of hell in one of the
most daring vietnam rescue missions of all time this is his story carlos hathcock there are few names
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at the top of the list of military war heroes as well known or inspiring than carlos hathcock his
career skills and tactics have had an enormous impact on military strategies across the armed
services a devoted marine he couldn t have known how much he would change the face of military
strategy for not only his branch but the army and navy as well a war hero landmine survivor multiple
sclerosis sufferer sergeant hathcock certainly had an impressive life the stories of his escapades in
the jungles of vietnam precede the quiet and gentle man and serve as a startling contradiction he
was a sniper who didn t like killing but he was damn good at it

Soldiers of Paradise
1987

concise history of the valiant service of new york s african american soldiers

A Soldier of the Reich
2019-06-26

excerpt from soldiers of the sea the story of the united states marine corps until now one could
search the public libraries almost in vain for works pertaining to the u s marine corps as such and
mr abbot has ren dered a notable service in bringing out a work which will in thrilling narrative and
excitement resemble the imaginings of a dumas or a jules verne but which deviates not one jot from
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historical truth about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical
work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving
the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we
do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Soldiers of the Skies
2009-08

a special edition of an outstanding academic study firth s cromwell s army has long been recognised
as an essential classic it describes in detail the structure formations equipment and practices of the
parliamentarian army as it fought in the english civil war ireland and elsewhere and also examines
the english army prior to the civil war and describes the creation of the new model army what makes
this edition of firth special is that the author makes reference to the illustrations by francis grose of
clothing equipment and drill of cromwell s army that he was familiar with but which did not appear
in the original editions of this book for the first time this leonaur edition includes grose s
illustrations in the text for easy reference by modern readers the cornerstone of the parliamentarian
soldier s cause was a matter of faith and leonaur has therefore also included in this edition two
essential facsimiles the soldier s pocket bible and the soldier s catechism which were specially
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created for the men of the parliamentarian army these elements combine with firth s text to make
this new edition a unique comprehensive and academic volume that will be an invaluable addition to
the libraries of students of the period leonaur editions are newly typeset and are not facsimiles each
title is available in softcover and hardback with dustjacket our hardbacks are cloth bound and
feature gold foil lettering on their spines and fabric head and tail bands

Voices from the Peninsula
2016-03-30

a history of african american soldiers during the u s revolutionary war the war of 1812 and
especially the u s civil war

Ten years in the ranks, U.S. Army
2022-08-01

this book is a collection of narratives from soldiers of different divisions and battalions of the british
forces who fought in the great war giving a very broad view of the daily life of soldiers during the
war chapter 18 was written by wilfred grenfell who left his medical missionary work in labrador for
three months to join the harvard surgical unit as a surgeon at the front in france in this chapter
grenfell provides details of his work in both france and labrador
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Soldiers of Honor
2018-01-25

drawing on untapped new sources the first global history of the indian expeditionary forces in world
war i while their story is almost always overlooked the 1 5 million indian soldiers who served the
british empire in world war i played a crucial role in the eventual allied victory despite their
sacrifices indian troops received mixed reactions from their allies and their enemies alike some were
treated as liberating heroes some as mercenaries and conquerors themselves and all as racial
inferiors and a threat to white supremacy yet even as they fought as imperial troops under the
british flag their broadened horizons fired in them new hopes of racial equality and freedom on the
path to indian independence drawing on freshly uncovered interviews with members of the indian
army in iraq and elsewhere historian george morton jack paints a deeply human story of courage
colonization and racism and finally gives these men their rightful place in history

Black Soldiers of New York State
2009-01-22

road to victory jewish soldiers of the 16th lithuanian division is one of the few books written about
eastern european jews who volunteered to fight as soldiers during world war ii the book contains
first person accounts about the participation of lithuanian jews who fought in the 16th lithuanian
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division of the red army through their accounts they represent the large corps of 4 500 jewish
fighters men and women alike who took arms in the battlefields of world war ii in order to destroy
the enemy as well as to liberate the remnants of lithuanian jewry the survivors of the shoah a good
number of stories are written by or about women who fought in the war professor dov levin himself a
partisan and possibly the world authority on the jews of lithuania wrote the first article in the book
in addition to the personal accounts there is a yizkor memorial section listing 1 215 soldiers who
died giving their name father s given name year of birth rank date and place of death all told some 2
500 people are mentioned in the book there is an index of persons yizkor section excluded publisher
description

Soldiers of the Sea
2017-06-13

it was 1862 the second year of the civil war though kansans and missourians had been fighting over
slavery for almost a decade for the 250 union soldiers facing down rebel irregulars on enoch
toothman s farm near butler missouri this was no battle over abstract principles these were men of
the first kansas colored infantry and they were fighting for their own freedom and that of their
families they belonged to the first black regiment raised in a northern state and the first black unit
to see combat during the civil war soldiers in the army of freedom is the first published account of
this largely forgotten regiment and in particular its contribution to union victory in the trans
mississippi theater of the civil war as such it restores the first kansas colored infantry to its rightful
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place in american history composed primarily of former slaves the first kansas colored saw major
combat in missouri indian territory and arkansas ian michael spurgeon draws upon a wealth of little
known sources including soldiers pension applications to chart the intersection of race and military
service and to reveal the regiment s role in countering white prejudices by defying stereotypes
despite naysayers bigoted predictions and a merciless slaughter at the battle of poison spring these
black soldiers proved themselves as capable as their white counterparts and so helped shape the
evolving attitudes of leading politicians such as kansas senator james henry lane and president
abraham lincoln a long overdue reconstruction of the regiment s remarkable combat record
spurgeon s book brings to life the men of the first kansas colored infantry in their doubly desperate
battle against the confederate forces and skepticism within union ranks

Soldiers Of The Sea: The Story Of The United States Marine
Corps
2023-07-18

recently rediscovered in hidden chambers in the north of france is an incredible secret of the battle
of the somme and world war i the signatures and graffiti of french english and australian soldiers tell
a story of lives long lost but now found the silent soldiers of naours is the story of how french and
australian researchers rediscovered the incredible stories of what happened to these men a large
group of french archaeologists have been exploring more than 250 world war i sites since 2001
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having been involved in the lost diggers of vignacourt project an australian group of researchers
became involved with gilles prilaux and his team working in a small village near vignacourt that was
once behind the lines during ww1 beneath a small village named naours over 3000 signatures are
recorded on the walls of a network of ancient underground caves most of the signatures were left by
aussie soldiers while on leave or training for combat in vignacourt and surrounding areas michael
and donna fiechtner have been involved in the investigation of these signatures and a french
archaeological team headed by gilles prilaux has been matching the signatures with the names and
biographies of past soldiers after leaving their names etched in history many went off to wwi
battlefields never to return here is a military book with a heart images of signatures and graffiti
drawings matched to the names of australian soldiers with full biographies and accompanying
pictures and documentation it is a unique story that offers something new to readers interested in
the history of world war i

Soldiers of Parliament
2015-11-09

excerpt from soldiers of the tsar and other sketches and studies of the russia of to day itwill be
noticed that pure politics has been avoided there are two reasons for this in the first place the writer
s head is still awhirl with the complexity of the situation in russia in the second place a discussion of
politics will not make the reader feel that he has been among russians who hate politics the attitude
of the average russian towards his government is much like our own it is all a conundrum on a large
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scale and nobody has the answer to it a certain aged diplomatist astonished at a recent event which
was greatly in favour of russia dropped this remark i suppose it s all due to some saint or other devil
take it all i he had never spoken for his fellow countrymen in a more truly representative manner
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten
books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair
the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

The Black Phalanx
1888

the story of the 24th infantry regiment in korea is a difficult one both for the veterans of the unit and
for the army in the early weeks of the korean war most american military units experienced
problems as the u s army attempted to transform understrength ill equipped and inadequately
trained forces into an effective combat team while at the same time holding back the fierce attacks
of an aggressive and well prepared opponent in addition to the problems other regiments faced in
korea the 24th infantry also had to overcome the effects of racial prejudice ultimately the soldiers of
the regiment despite steadfast courage on the part of many paid the price on the battlefield for the
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attitudes and misguided policies of the army and their nation several previously published histories
have discussed what happened to the 24th infantry this book tells why it happened in doing so it
offers important lessons for today s army the army and the nation must be aware of the corrosive
effects of segregation and the racial prejudices that accompanied it the consequences of that system
crippled the trust and mutual confidence so necessary among the soldiers and leaders of combat
units and weakened the bonds that held the 24th together producing profound effects on the
battlefield i urge the reader to study and reflect on the insights provided in the chapters that follow
we must ensure that the injustices and misfortunes that befell the 24th never occur again

Death's Men
1985

Soldiers
1998
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In the Line of Battle
1916

Army of Empire
2018-12-04

Soldiers of the Great War ...
1920

Road to Victory
2009
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Soldiers in the Army of Freedom
2014-10-22

Transactions of the ... Annual Meeting of the Association of
Military Surgeons of the National Guard of the United States
...
1897

The Silent Soldiers of Naours
2017

Soldiers of the Tsar
2017-12-19
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Black Soldier, White Army
2005-06-01

Annual Report of the Pennsylvania Commission of Soldiers'
Orphan Schools for the Year Ending ...
1896
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